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Basis for the Award 

 NEORIS commits to providing Big Data and mobile solutions to meet Latin America’s 

changing demands, ensuring high rates of customer usability. 

 The company uses its expertise in information technology (IT) to create solutions 

specific to each major industry. In doing so, NEORIS enacts workflow changes for a 

variety of clients of different regions and economic levels. 

 NEORIS establishes open communication with its clients to adapt its world-class IT 

solutions that provide the highest return on investment. Additionally, the company 

maintains a close relationship with its clients throughout the solution implementation 

process, allowing for continuous updates to optimize treatment processes and 

workflow. 

 NEORIS continues to focus on innovation, ensuring it can provide relevant solutions 

to the different economic levels of its clients in Latin America. 

Megatrends Influencing Latin America 

NEORIS identifies two primary Mega Trends that are shaping healthcare IT: advancement of 

Big Data and the necessity for mobile solution. Big Data advancements provide streamlined 

workflow processes, optimizing healthcare procedures with secure, real-time data. In doing 

so, hospitals improve treatment procedures and financial success, as they are not wasting 

unnecessary money on repeated or unnecessary treatments. To fully optimize workflow 

processes, providers need the ability to access patient information through multiple, mobile 

channels. NEORIS offers mobile solutions to ensure provider usability that allows the 

specific solution to efficiently enact a change. Recognizing the healthcare market’s shifting 

needs, NEORIS created an innovation team to focus on business development. This team 

uses past data analysis capabilities and predictive models to estimate the future of the 

market and helps NEORIS continue to meet customer needs as the market changes. 

IT Expertise to Create Relevant and Specific Solutions 

NEORIS maintains a strong core of best practices, intellectual property, and proven 

implementation processes that help it flourish. The company relies on its IT expertise, and 

instead of remaining comfortable with a single IT solution, NEORIS developed a focused 

corporate strategy with IT solutions specific to different industries that can enact meaningful 

change in the specific application. While the company has a global focus on optimizing 

healthcare systems, it recognizes the different regional needs of the industry. The company 

identified that Latin America innovation usually mirrors that of Europe and North America, 

and, therefore, focuses on expanding its best-in-class solutions to be applicable—both in 

cost and application—for the emerging Latin American market.  
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Superior Client Communication to Create Optimal Solutions 

NEORIS works closely with each client to understand their specific needs and value 

indicators to adapt its world-class platform to create an affordable, appropriate solution. 

NEORIS maintains a multi-disciplinary team of doctors, nurses, SAP experts, and 

programmers that ensure solutions will enact change and remain compliant with the 

necessary international standards, such as HIM and the Joint Commission standards. This 

strategy ensures that NEORIS and its clients have an aligned vision of the solution’s 

capabilities and objectives, resulting in high customer satisfaction rates. The company 

remains flexible in its offerings to provide solutions to a variety of different customers, 

ranging from ambulatory care networks with no hospitalization areas to hospitals with over 

700 beds. After implementing a solution, NEORIS conducts continual reviews and remains in 

contact with the client. The company confirms that the initial solution is enacting the 

projected workflow optimization as well as continuously improves the solution as the 

industry changes. NEORIS believes that IT solutions should never remain stagnant, and 

works to maintain close relationships with its clients for mutual growth and advancement. 

Providing Solutions Across Markets in the Region 

NEORIS maintains the highest levels of internal efficiency to provide solutions for a variety 

of needs. The company has over 15 offices in Latin America and hires highly specialized 

experts to enhance development in each specific sub-region. Additionally, NEORIS ensures 

that the Latin American teams continuously share business-development strategies and 

successes, allowing the company to use successful strategies of one sub-region to enhance 

another. Utilizing these growth strategies, NEORIS has maintained a market leadership 

position throughout Latin America for the past 10 years. It intends to continue this success 

by continually investing in research and development to create diversified solutions for 

different providers and economic models. The company will continue to focus on the large-

scale view of healthcare, ensuring that each of its solutions enact a change that optimizes 

the workflow of each healthcare process. 
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GIL 88 

The GIL 88 "Latin American Companies to Watch" is comprised of the most innovative, 

dynamic and fastest growing companies throughout Latin America. 

Frost & Sullivan’s global analyst team has reviewed 1000's of companies throughout the 

regions over the past decades to identify, analyze, and position these companies as the 

ones to watch. Like the Olympics, The GIL 88 is setting new standards in product 

development, marketing strategy, vision implementation, technology innovation, and 

transformation of the customer experience.  

The GIL 88 companies are best prepared to survive and thrive in an economic 

environment being shaped by disruption, collapse, and transformation.  

We are inspired by the unlimited potential The GIL 88 provides for the pioneers, leaders, 

and visionaries that seek business in the Latin American region. 

Research Methodology  

Frost & Sullivan’s 360-degree research methodology represents the analytical rigor of our 

research process. It offers a 360-degree-view of industry challenges, trends, and issues 

by integrating all 7 of Frost & Sullivan's research methodologies. Too often, companies 

make important growth decisions based on a narrow understanding of their environment, 

leading to errors of both omission and commission. Successful growth strategies are 

founded on a thorough understanding of market, technical, economic, financial, customer, 

best practices, and demographic analyses. The integration of these research disciplines 

into the 360-degree research methodology provides an evaluation platform for 

benchmarking industry players and for identifying those performing at best-in-class levels. 

About Frost & Sullivan  

Frost & Sullivan, the Growth Partnership Company, enables clients to accelerate growth 

and achieve best in class positions in growth, innovation and leadership. The company's 

Growth Partnership Service provides the CEO and the CEO's Growth Team with disciplined 

research and best practice models to drive the generation, evaluation and implementation 

of powerful growth strategies. Frost & Sullivan leverages almost 50 years of experience in 

partnering with Global 1000 companies, emerging businesses and the investment 

community from 31 offices on six continents. To join our Growth Partnership, please visit 

http://www.frost.com. 
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